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Where is Calpurnia Cottonwood? Find the Answers in Shadows Stir at Seven SistersSeven Sisters,
an antebellum restoration in downtown Mobile, has come to life recently...and not in ways historian
Carrie Jo Jardine had expected. After battling and surviving a dangerous encounter with a visitor
from the past, Carrie Jo and Seven Sistersâ€™ handsome owner Ashland Stuart have one last
mystery to uncover. Where is Calpurnia Cottonwood?Risking it all, Carrie Jo once more puts her
dream catching gift to work. She returns to the past, searching for clues, and sheâ€™s determined
to finally put this family secret to rest.Books in the Seven Sisters SeriesSeven SistersMoonlight
Falls on Seven SistersShadows Stir At Seven SistersThe Stars That FellThe Stars We Walked
UponËƒËƒËƒ The Desert Queen SeriesThe Tale of NefretThe Falcon RisesThe Kingdom of
NefretËƒËƒËƒ Praise for the Seven Sisters Series"Historical fiction mixed with a modern mystery at
its finest!""This book is fabulous with delightful characters.""Cannot stop reading! Intriguing storyline,
well developed characters, so enjoy the building of the plot and storyline!""I absolutely love this book
and couldn't wait to read the second one in the series!""Easy reading. Very exciting, captivating &
intriguing! Could not put the book down."If you love fast-paced ghost stories, grab a sample or a
copy now! The Idlewood Series is the Seven Sisters Spin Off! Follow Carrie Jo, her family and
friends to a new house, more ghosts and of course, plenty of Southern charm. Books in the
Idlewood Series are as follows:1. The Ghosts of Idlewood2. Dreams of Idlewood3. The Whispering
Saint4. The Haunted Child5. The Heart of Idlewood
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I just finished this book, which is book three in the series. I did enjoy the book. The author can hold
your interest and has promise as an author. The caveat here is that all three of these books really
only amount to one complete book. The first two volumes are about 150 pages each, and the third
only 108 pages. Each of the first two books stops abruptly in the middle of the narrative.I actually
love reading series, but felt cheated with this one. It was certainly not a novel with sequels, just a
single book stretched into three. The third volume finally brings about an ending, but also left a few
details out. Without giving anything away, there are hints that a few main characters are related to
people that lived in the past, but that idea is not really explained fully and left me wondering why that
part of the story was not fully explained. My recommendation: The author is worth reading, but only
if she offers full length novels in the future. She also posted a few snarky comments over twitter
about not having used up her quota of negative reviews yet. She certainly doesn't seem to
appreciate feedback from her readers, or care to create a loyal group of readers. Too bad for a
promising author...

This is a great story. But I resent that the author split it up into three short books. I will try this author
one more time but if the book is split up like this one I will put this author on my Blacklist.

It was a good book but felt like I was Forced into buying each one! Should have just charged for one
book & been done with it. I don't like sneaky!!

I agree with Clairnetteacher. I feel cheated even though the first "book" is free. If I had known that
(didn't read reviews first) I would not have read the first book. I will not finish this "so called series".
What a rip off.

While the rest of the story was fleshed out, the resolution was quite disappointing, not for how the
story was resolved, but that the author sailed through the final pages like she was running a race.

This kind of story needs to be longer than what it was and more detailed. The author seemed
rushed in telling this story. It is sad to string along readers who are interested on the subject.

Loved the entire series. I read all 3 book in two days time, a and was sorry when I got to the last
page. The storyline was captivating, the characters were well thought out, and it kept my interest
through the entire series. Not a scary ghost story, but the ghosts were an integral part of the story.
Anyone who likes a good, old-fashioned romance, without the gratuitous sex. It was as if I was
there, living life alongside the characters. Loved it enough that cheap-o me actually paid for the last
book!!

I thoroughly enjoyed this 4-book series because it had such believable characters, including the
ghosts. I could hardly wait to get from one title to the next. The Seven Sisters Series plot is very,
very well developed. A combo of historical to modern setting that works extremely well and certainly
kept me well-entertained.
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